Unmodified Corner/Column Unit

(a)

**DISCARD**

Cut 2" wide strip from textured face of Corner/Column unit (as measured on smooth top and bottom surfaces) and discard rear portion.

(b)

**DISCARD**

Cut across Corner/Column Unit to length as needed and discard unused portion.

(c)

**DISCARD**

Cut similar to piece (c), then cut similar to piece (b).

(d)

Notes:
1. Remove locators as needed
2. Affix all partial units to adjacent units using construction grade adhesive
3. All dimensions shown are to contact points. Verify prior to construction
4. Caps not shown for clarity.
5. Construct base course using 6" tall units.

BelAir Wall™
End of Wall Without Column

These graphic representations are intended for preliminary design purposes only and are not to be used for construction without the signature of a registered professional engineer.